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Because of your compassion and support, 2018 was a great year for wildlife and 
Victoria Falls Wildlife Trust. We’ve had impressive organizational growth and, 
together, we saved a lot of animals. We’ve built a strong community across the globe 
that’s pulled together to elevate our conservation efforts and protect critically 
endangered species. You've made our work and successes possible - we couldn’t 
have achieved any of it without you!

Perhaps our most exciting highlight for 2018 was our new High Care Perhaps our most exciting highlight for 2018 was our new High Care 
Rehabilitation Center, which was at full capacity shortly after we opened its doors. 
Rescue and rehabilitation are the backbone of what we do, and we had many 
successful wildlife rehabilitation and release cases last year including pangolin, 
brown snake-eagle, monitor lizard, and tortoise. An orphaned bushbuck, pictured in 
the upper right corner, and injured white-backed vulture will be released in 2019. 

We also completed our first forensic species identification case using DNA We also completed our first forensic species identification case using DNA 
analysis of confiscated poached bush meat. This capability is very important for a 
successful prosecution of poachers. It distinguished confiscated wildlife meat from 
domestic protein. In the past, poachers often were able to avoid penalty by claiming 
bush meat was beef or goat. 

Thanks to increased anti-poaching measures, more research and better Thanks to increased anti-poaching measures, more research and better 
management in the past 10 years, Zimbabwe’s rhino population is one of the most 
secure in the world. We ear notched, took DNA collections and assessed the health 
of 53 endangered rhino – dehorning some of them if need be. In December, we 
translocated two black rhino males to a protected reserve in Zambia to ensure the 
genetic diversity of the breeding population. The rhino pictured here was immobilized 
and the snare seen around its neck removed.

We vaccinated  more than 1,000 dogs and cats to prevent the spread of zoonotic We vaccinated  more than 1,000 dogs and cats to prevent the spread of zoonotic 
disease and trained 60 rangers in 4 countries in first responder actions for wildlife 
crime scenes and disease prevention. We also hosted more than 1,000 rural school 
children and teachers in education programs focusing on the value of wildlife 
conservation and coexisting with wildlife.

You may know by now that we lost our beloved cheetah ambassador Sylvester in You may know by now that we lost our beloved cheetah ambassador Sylvester in 
January. We mustn't underestimate the connection Sylvester made in his local and 
global communities. He helped changed minds here locally about living with wildlife 
and endeared himself to the young and old, locals and tourists, educators and...well, 
everyone really. He is deeply missed around the world and here at home a profound 
void will forever remain. Sylvester’s devoted and generous friends have set up a 
legacy fund to ensure our education, outreach and conservation efforts continue in 
his name. Contact Tracey@vicfallswildlifetrust.org for more information or visit his name. Contact Tracey@vicfallswildlifetrust.org for more information or visit 
vicfallswildlifetrust.org/donate and dedicate your gift to Sylvester.



Knowledge is power and each year our wildlife research projects provide us with valuable population and movement data of 
important wildlife species such as vulture, elephant, lion and other carnivores, which is crucial to conservation management plans. 
We completed the first 4-year baseline vulture nest survey. Throughout Africa and here in Zimbabwe, vultures are critically 
threatened from wildlife poisoning, both deliberately by poachers and accidentally through consumption of carcasses senselessly 
poisoned by commercial ivory poachers. This survey has allowed us to identify important vulture nesting areas to urge habitat 
protections, and to monitor any population declines so we may respond rapidly with conservation actions.protections, and to monitor any population declines so we may respond rapidly with conservation actions.

Looking forward…we’re excited about our growth and future plans. We’re enlarging our laboratory to accommodate growing 
demands for forensics and toxicology sampling. Our “First Responder” training courses will be held in Angola, Zimbabwe, Zambia 
and Botswana, and we hope to ensure a regional collaboration to improve conviction rates of commercial ivory poachers and 
combat other wildlife crimes throughout southern Africa. Our wildlife research will intensify this year to increase rhino management 
and protection capacity, conflict mitigation efforts, and aerial surveys to assess changes in the vulture populations.

As ZimbabweAs Zimbabwe’s economy continues to weaken and high rates of unemployment persist, we expect increases in bush meat 
poaching, snaring and conflict. We’ll be elevating our efforts to accommodate the increased need, which will require increases in 
support. 2019 will be a year of exciting milestones and extraordinary challenges for Zimbabwe and Victoria Falls Wildlife Trust. 
With you by our side, I have no doubt we can maintain our momentum and win the fight for wildlife. Thank you for your inspiring 
commitment to our work and to Africa’s iconic wildlife. We get up every morning because you’re with us, making all this possible.
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